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.. ·.Abstract 
~ . 
It was 'bypothes~ed that the frequency judgments' of.• 
depre~sed and nondepressed subjects . would be differentially 
af:fected by the use of a·ffectively · laden materials. 
F~rty-eight~female university students were selec~ed on the 
I ' ' 
·b~is of their sec/Pes--on two stan~ard depression measures so ~ 
:~- . to. ·form . a depress~d ~d ~ n~n~epress~d~up · (n := ·24 for . 
.-
each :group) ; F~~qU~~cY. ~gme.zJi~ . wer.e _obtained. following 
. . ,the proce~ure ~f J:Iashe~ and 'Zacks (}.~79)' I w;th ewo~.~~ges: . . 
~ . affectively"'-r'ad~n adjectives v~re· U:sed ·as · the sti~li~~ ·. - · · 
'I 
.· 
· rather th~n c6mmon ~ords.. and ·subj~ct~ process~d· . ~hese, ~ords ·~ 
. . ~ 
in a sel !-referent ta'~k-, rather than . readi.nq the . words 
aloud,,. t,To evidence ·of an inter':lct!on between. subject§' 
level ot .. depression anaword ,affect was found· for freq1,1ency . 
•. .. .. ' . . 
\ _ .. ': ; 
jud~ents.- ~ ~e~ _expec:ation_ t~a7t fr.e~ency estima.tes ~or 
neu~ra-1---words--would not; - differ -- be·t ween depressed . and·---- --
1 . 
nondepressed subjects was also rejected . I A strong main 
-effect of depression 'was discovered, r ·esulting · in higher 
.. 
. freque~<:Y judgments_ for the depressed subjects ·:. The study_ .· 
. . 
provides findings that cont~ast with those . of Hasher and 
.. 
Zacks (1979; Experiment · 3) .and popes .. ·.some questions as to 
I I • 
the automaticity of frequency judgments and· the ~asis on 
which ~requen: ~gments are made. · 
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The topie of the present stuay is an ex~in~~ion qf the 
. ' ' 
.. matic tprocess~rfq., of fr~quency in~Orlpation pr~~s~d by 
Has er_ a~d ~acks. (1979( 19~4),.. ~s-he~· an~ .Za~)<s (1979) · 
found that depressed and nondepressed sdbjecJs did not 
. . . 
diffe their frequency judgments of i cominon words. In 
. ~ • I . __...- • 
data from ~linical•research s~qg~~~ that ~epressed 
. . ' 
d •.. . · .dep~~ssed · .subjects. ·. p~oc~s ... I the · frequency of 
. ~ffectively . la~e~_ords differe~tly, aJ.d· _that these · fin~iings 
- ~re· in8~ns!stent with the automa~ic process!ng o( frequency · 
· ·information theory put ..for~~/d by_. ID,.~h~;· -a11d: Zacks (197~) ... 
•. 1 . ., . 
Tqe present study ·is intended _to_ c;larify this apparent 
( 
discrepan~. . ' ~- > 
.. 
' . 
Hasher and - Zacks· (1979) ~have proposed a . framework 
which . a number of .memory phenomena canle 
concep~ua~ized! They. propose that encoding .~oparations ie 
. . 
·on a continUum, the extremes of · w~ich · ar~ labelled autom.tic 
within 
and effortful . pr.oc;~s~ng. , · · Effortful processing occurs. 
according .~o. Hasher~d· Zacks (19:79'). in~s~ cognitive 
tasks as rehearsal, im~gery • . organization and clustering~. 
··and mnemonics .... Eff~rtful pr9ces~es · require _effort~;~ 
such, reduc~ one's capacity ·t~~engage . in other effortful 
' .,; 
operatio~s. · ~r~ctice. increases the efficiency of effortful 
processes, their · ·~se is' volun~ary ~ 
aware of the ·effort-ful ·mechanism 
I I"" ..... . 
etfortful~ processes show a · wide 
differences .(Hasher & Zacks, 19195~ 
/ _ ... 
: .. 
\ 
I 
l -~ 
. 
, .--·-
~-- • 
and · we are generally 
we are using. Finally, 
_range of individual 
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' ' ' ~!,:'.•her alld Za~s (~9·; 198f-~~ar_a~terized 
processes as follows: ~ auto ·a ic processing 
~ 
effectively under both_. ~ncidenta and intentional 
.Page 2 
automatic 
will occur 
learning 
conditions; , 2) neither instructi9n nor practice w~ll 
.faci~itate the automatic process; 3) no diff~rerlces exis~ in 
. . (. . 
automatic pro~essing among people of,vary.ing educational, 
social, or cultural backgrounds~ 4) ~utpmattc processes show · · 
· ·~&limited . ,..'developmental .. tr~nds; and 5) the processing of 
. •. ~ ~ . . . . . 
"'tfre~ency: ... :r~for~atio!'l will not c~ disrup-t;ed _due to arousal'·· 
stress,· or 1a.dditi.onal processing demands... ... 
.. ··:-- -,1 . . · . 1 : 
; ! ' : ~ . ' • . . . . . - 1 
· : -~ The' predict!~ fro~ Hashe_r· and Zacks' view of athematic 
. • I - . . . . 
proce~si~g . to: be j~sted here . is .~hat certain stress stptes ~ 
. do not redu:ce· or.' interfere with, automtf:io processing. \ 
I . 
Inci'uded in the ,description o'f 'these st~ess states are high 
; · . -
. levels of arou~~~· disease, and depressi9n. 
I . .• . I 
demise diminution of ef(ort~ul pro~esses. 
In any~ these I one would expect to see tlie . 
This co d be expressed ·in ei tijer " .d&crease .. 
in the umber of such processes·thae ~continue 
_to occur or in a r~duction in the · quality, 
ac~ur;acy, or efficiency with which-a given 
process occurs. There should be no such . 
~eduction in the'expression.of automatic 
G o~rat,ions . (Hasher & Zacks, 1979, p. 366) &' 
~ /J.s s~me e~amples of a~o.;,ti~ally, eneoded ·· ·~nformation, . 
Ha~her ~ and Zacks suggest spatial location , time , and 
f ~quency of o~currence. The notion that frequen~ of 
occurrence is automatically encoded is one that they 
discussed at sJme length (e.g .• Hasher ~ ' Zacks, 1979, 1984; 
.· Hasher .. ( ~omiak, 1977) . In . one. of .the ,earlier stud~e~, 
Hasher and Chromiak (1977)' examined ·frequency estimates by 
• 
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• . . ·; . .JI 
subjects in grades two, ,f~ur, ·and six, and in college to see • 
. . . 
if fr'equency estimates show developmental chang~;;. Subjects 
.. 
were informed that they would see a list of familiar words, ' 
some appearing more than once, and were to read each word 
.. 
aloud. ~f of the subjects tif'( each level were tolq a 
._., . ' ; . 
fr,equency · judqine:nt . task '. wouid ;911ow thf 
. . . , ..... _, ... _ _..,.. 
:presentation 
- . . 
(informed condition) while th~ otber palf ~re 
. . . . . ;' . 
given g~nerai 
:\. ~ ,., 
memory instruction~ (uninformed condit~on). The res1.q.ts 
.. . ' : .. . .. . . 
showed that. -~ubjects from grade ~w~ ~ere ab.le to proc~ss 
frequencY information as well as .college studeqts. ~lso, 
'providing explic.it-- inst;u~t.ions o~e task over!,·the ge~eral 
.. 
m_e~ory / instructions 'did. . no:~oduce any f:J:9PrOV_ement. . ~ • 
-second experiment showed that ne1rther ~raetice nor ~eEidb~ck 
/ . 
about performance improved frequency estimates. , Hasher and 
Chromia~ (19'7;) co!lfluded that frequency co~nting·_ ~r tagging 
is an essential . processing- . component and an automatic 
._. 
process, - and that it shows little developmental change. • 
~ 
·~ . 
. 
Hasher and Zacks (1~79) conducted 
• • 
a number of-
·exp~.r iments . concerning I freqU.ency estimation. 'In their. first . . 
('" !loo • \. 
exper:iment, they used the.,Performance' of. subject~!; ~~- qra~es .· 
I 
kinderga~en, one, "two,' and ·th~e. ~e · resui ts were o 
consistent with those· of Hasher and Chromiak (1977) . . In 
. Experiment , 2, co.llege students and elc!_erly subjeets were 
' - -
tested USing Hasher ''and Chromiak IS (197-7')---Qriginal methOd; 
---- . ... -- . • . Difference~- - between groups . were found, with the ·elderly. 
t 
subjects· making 'lowel" estimate~ t:han ' the. colleg~ qro~. 
Hasher and Zacks noted that this finding was 
' . 
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·Pat"tA 4 ..... -~- f •' ._ • I 
'but evaluated it in ligh~ - of three observations~ ·first, t • 
. " b~th · groups were able · t_o 'make- judgments 'over ~ "t~unca"ted 
# •• • ~ ... ~ 
., . . . . . . 
fpequency rang~; second, the two groups . a~P,ear~ to be 
·.'equally sensitive to f:.equency diffurences; and fi~ally, .. 
there is ~ Con!'ert~ve : response bias . 'among the • elderly . 
. 
_._.. (Cra:ik·, 1969). . Thus, theY. concluded. 'tha:t fre~ency t 
'f .• • 
judgments ~re·· relatively unaffected by aging, and that the. ...... ..:· ~ c ... 
. 
~ . ~ . ... . 
s1,1pported' their 
... 
. . ~ . 
. . 
,. 
. ·study~.-:. - genera_lly 
judgments. ,. ' l . . .
' 
. ... 
It+- yet a . thlrd ~tudy,- ·Hasher a.i,d ·zack~ · (1~7'"9) .. ~~~~ni~ne:d · · 
. . . . . ,... 
frequency ~ . judgmen'bs of . depressE\d ' and : nondepressed _, 
I ' . . . . ~ 
Subjects _were. _c)as~i~!bd as depres~ed 
• . . i -
to. · their scores on the Beck 
sUbjects; 
. ...... 
. · nondepressed · -according 
~ - . . . 
or 
Depres~ion~ . Inventory (BDI) . 
influ~nce of subjective 
The?-tudy alsr investigated the~ 
repetitions. o~ an even~ upon 
., 
freguency judgment_s :_ To investigate this, Hasher a~d ~Zacks 
(!'979·, .. ~xp~~ment. 3) -had deprasse_d ant nondepres~ed subjec::~s-• . 
. _·v i~w 4rt9'~ the~ ~~ag~n~ various pic;tures . ~ E,.a ~ yicture was. 
viewed .either · ?ne~ two, . or three t~mes a~d th~n imap~ned 
• t . • • ~ •• \ \ ' 
., n~ver, .·once, or thre~ times. The ' results .shq,wed that· tlie 
. .. . 
· mean frequency_· . judgments ·made. by the two _groups' did not• .. • · 
. . 
' . 
differ. , Hasher and Zacks (1979) .concluded th~t depresseq. 
arld nond~pressed subjeG£s ·can·. estimate equally well 
4 ' • • 
the 
• 
frequeney with which ~ven·ts occur (p .. 374). - <> 
•, 
,. 
. ------......... . \, 
. ,. 
.r 
... ~. 
, 
J ; . 
-· • •
.. 
I 
, 
, , .-
I • 
• 1, 
. : · . . . , · . . 
' 
I 
fl 
• 
. " 
.. 
,. 
j 
I • · 
.,_ ' I ' 
. . 
.. ;-, 
. .. ,· . 
.. . 
' .. .... . 
.J~.~~~ ~~ ~ -·· j .~.::~.~~·~ ;J_:J ~ ......... .... 
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.. . : ~ 
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/ .. 
/ Resear~h. investigating the recall of performance 
~ .{ 
~edba~k by depressed and nondepresse~ subjects, however, 
--~ / . ap~ars - to conflict with Hasher and Zacks 1 conclusion. For 
"'example, . rle~o~reun and Craigh~ad ~77)-·conduc~ed_ a ~-tudy 
.. 
··, 
in which they investigated the recall of positive feedback 
--in d~pre~sed, ·,- and nondepresse~ subjects . Subj~cts • were 
. . select!e_d using the. BDI I and three qr.oups ' lf.ere ' formed: 
I . ·. .: . ·. . .. . . . . . . . I • 
. -'·:· : . _ ·. ·--/ .. ·. d~~resse~ psychi!l~ric ·. ~utJ?atient_s (mean .BDI score, · M = . 
· · -;_ / · . ·. 31.6h ·16 nondeP.ressed psychiatric outpatients : (M = ~- . 
·~ .· ··· . . .· .... ~~d~ ~-6 . ··non~~P~~sse~ · . nonps~c~-iat~ic outpatients (M. = ..... 2 . 9). _ 
... 
16 . 
~ 
.• . -· ... · ~ The ·d~pressed s~jects . had ~ a· s~o~-~ . of·' 23 . or higher . on the 
_:_--· - • , . .. , • • • , , , I• ,, • • •, • , , • - ' • ; ·: • 
: - . :BDI . and .the . non depressed ·subjects had-- a score of 9 or les~;_. 
• • I • ' , o ' 
. . . . . ~ 
•. . ' ' 
. ": 
·oeMonbreun . and Craighead (1977) showed subjects slides 
_. 
4.o·f' ,.t~ree-·lett:e~ . nonsens~ s~-llables photdgraphed- out- ()f 
. • • .. ~ 0 ... . . 
focu;i_. St,J.bject:s wer'e then shown'{ four syll~les on ~ single 
' sl.tde .. 41ia.nd -~ere asked ·w~ich syllabl'e wa~ most like "the slide 
) 
. presentecd :" . The subjects .·were· given two trials of 40" . 
.. 
.. 
' ' 
-
~/-r:; · .. 
{' ' . :· 
-' ; I 
' . 
•• 
. . 
' . 
. ~ . . , 
•' 
stimulus slides eaCl'\- Durin_g . the first-trial -all subjects 
. . 
: were randomly presented eight of ·each of ~ive feedback 
. ~lides ·· . fol.low!ng . t;heir rc:'sponse . Fee.dhack slides vari~d 
from light grey to black~ Subjects were informed· that the .· 
. •, 
• 
lightes't ~ stl,'de indicated perfect acceptability.· the: darkest 
. • ~ ' t 
· ~lide·- (blac}<) · · indicated , total .,. unacceptability, . and 
·.· . · · 'tnt~~ate · ·shades . indicated variO\fS . le~els of 
. ' ·acc::ept~~lity of .t~e subjec~~ I respon~e. Subjects: wer..e -~then 
asked to 'recall• how cfften they received feedback indicating 
' that:a r _esponse was acceptable. - This · estimation of the 
.. \ 
.. 
!> • '• t . ·-
• ' o ' I •, I 
,· '• I ;• , t . 
.. 
.· ., 
( 
0 • 
i ' .. 
' ' 
· , 
. \ 
. . 
. ' 
I 
.·1·· 
··. . ... ~ 
I • ,, ~~ .. . : 
' .. 
..: 
\ 
~ ' 
. .. 
• • 
.. 
. . 
; .. . 4 
• ' r ,' ' 
.. 
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frequency of positive: feecD5ack was described as a "cognitiv~ 
. summary" by DeMonbreun and Craighead a~d defined as "the 
' . 
subjects' recall at the conclusion of each· half of the 
experiment_ of· -,the .number of times they had· received positive 
feedback" (p. 317) . · 
. ' . 
Following . this ·fre~ency 
admiristered t\;~ second· t~ial 
another· 40 slides · presented. 
judgment, 
of the 
·This 
subjects' 
experiment, 
-· .. 
time subject~ 
·-·randomly ·assigned to receive . either 
. - . ....) . a ~igh (65%) .. or 
0 
were 
with' 
were 
low 
(35%)' ·rate.of positive feedback. At 
· trials subjects 'were again asked to 
the end of the 40 
esti.mat/ h~.w ofte~ they 
·' . 
• l!ad rec_ei V~q •P.OSi ti Ve · f~edback· . 
·. . 
. 
The results from the first -40 trials showed the 
depressed ~ubjects underest'imated the .amou-r:t of positive 
feedback they received when compar~ with , the nondepressed 
. -
. ' 
psychiatric subjec::ts, but not when . co111pared wi.th the .· 
. nondepressed nonpsychiatric group: Nc:me of the .groups . were 
shown to differ from the expected mean of 20. 
..... ,.., 
Analy~is of the second half of the expeJ:"imer'lt ·showed 
•. 
that in the high- feedback condi.tion. depressed subjects 
re~-~lied :receiving signifibantly le~s positiv.e. feedb~ck than 
, ' . . I 
the other · two nondepressed groups·. · Compared with .the actua 1 
' mean of 26·, the depressed ·sub:ject~ /had .'a mean . estiiq~t~ of 
while the nondepressed psychiatries· -had 
. . . 
a mean 
. . 
"estimate. of · 21.08 and the riondepressed n ,onpsychiatr ics. 
25·.59. Whether these m~an estima~es differed sigr'lificantly 
'QI 
. ' 
... . 
··' 
'· 
.. 
~ 
-j 
,. 
-. ., 
·~· '~ ·~ ·.: 
''(II . 
-· 
" 
J 
. \ 
.. 
I • 
.. ..:.....;__~ ... ~­
. i 
;.{ t : 
-
,_(\ . . , ~ _ ~~ge 7 
_ __. 
from t_he actual mean was not presented. R:esul t'!; from 
I \ , 
low- feedback group showed no slgn.i~cant dl~ferences 
} groups, nor signifi9ln't deviations from the expected 
for any group .. 
the 
among 
mean 
How the type of feedback influenced subject~' estimates 
was tested in a study conducted by Nelson and Craighead 
. (1977) . In their stu~y, college students who ·scored ten · or 
' above on ihe BDI were classified as depressed (M = 14. 7), 
. . . 
while 1 those scoring 
. .
five or less we.re placed in 'the 
nondepressed cjroup (M ·= 2 .1) . The subjects :were . again . .asked · 
I 
to choose which· nonsense syllable' was· most . like another that 
.. • ~ \ • • • • 'b 
had been photogr'aphed out of focus. Sub~ects w:ere plac.ed 'in 
either a punishmen;t (the wor,d "BAD" on a . .red~ackqround) or 
\ 
reinforcement group ('~GooD" on a. green · ·background)· and · 
received ei tber a high, or low ra~e of feedback (70% or .3~% 
of the trials, respectively). 
Both depressed and nondepressed. ~ubjec1os exp~r~encing 
the low r-~te of reinforcement underestimated the amo_unt of 
,. 
reinforcement received, but there were no differences 
between I groups . In · the high reinforcement · cohdi tion, 
. 
depressed subjects significantly underE7stimated the~ amount 
of reinforcement but non~epressed subjects we~e accura.te. 
With t):le low rate of punishment, the dep>re.ssed supjects w~re 
ac~ur.ate while the nondepressed s!CJJ:iific?ntly ~nderestimated 
• . . 
the &IJlOUnt. of negative feedback .. No . di !l.fererices . between 
groups . occurred in the · high 
Differ_ences from the actual mean for 
p~ni~~en€ condition. 
eaoh group - wer~ not 
\ 
. ',. 
' "' 
·, 
-- •• 
,/ 
. ' ., 
. ·-:- .. 
. · : 
... 
.. 
\ . 
. ' 
\ 
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( f 
reported. / 
. 
. In summary, both of these studies found that depressed 
subjects _ un~eresti~ated positive feedback when compared to 
the nondepressed group~ espe~ially at hlg~ levels· . of 
positive feedback . Differ·~nces. between the two gr~ups were 
·not found at high levels ~f .' negati.ve ..:eedback; however, 
depressed subjects were shown to overestimate low lev~ls of . 
. 
negative feedback when compared to· the nohdepressed group. 
'\- - \ ' (Nelson & Craighead, 1977) . , 
_ ..._ . J ·A s~udy that .. ·pr~ides further evidence- o-f I di t'fering 
~- 'frequency judgments between. depressed and Qondepressed 
. ~ -' 
' 
· ·college students was conducted by Finkel, Glass. · and 
Met-luzzi (198~) . The scores of 94 subjects on the BDI and 
. - \ the 030 scale from the MMPI ,were converted to ~-scores and 
. . 
averaged_. __ The 60 s~jects whose sc;or:es 'fell ill' tl}e top or 
bottom 30 z-sqores were selected for the study. ' Means for 
~ 
the depre~e~ subjects on the BDI and 0,30 ·were 10 . :S ~nd · 
10. _8, respectively, and for the. nond'epr.essed subjects. ··1. 7 
and 2 .. 5, respectively. Finkel et al. (1982)__ha.d subjects 
rate 60 statement-s ,on a posi ~ve to negative scale. There. 
-~· . 
were three beQeen-subjects conditions ·: a high proportion 
(30/60) of positive --sal f -referent si:a.tements; 
. . 
a · low 
proportion (18/60) of P?~it,ve .sel f ·-;eferent_ statements; and -. , 
" . a control I condition _ o.:_ 60 neutralr non-s~lf--!:~feren~ 
statements. The remaining statel~nts in the two 
experimental groups contained a mixture of negative and 
' '\ 
neutral statements. 
-. 
.. 
' •' 
- -
.. 
~----
.I 
' . 
. , 
,.. 
' , ., 
1' 
I 
·-
,I • 
.. ... I 
> ' ' ,. ) 
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Followi.ng the rating task. subjects were asked to 
e~timate how many .. positive self-referent statements they· had 
seen. Results showed that in the control condition and the . . 
low rate· condition. depressed and nondepressed subjects did 
not. differ in their estimates. However, wl$n the prop·ortion 
of positive statements W'as _high, depressed subject~p~rted 
.having seen signif~c.ant,ly fewer positive stateme~ts than 
. -
· nondepressed . s~jec'!=~ (means _of 36 .O··and .41. 5 res~ectlvely. 
~o~ared · ~o t~ a¢tua 1 . ~ea~ f .30). . . . 
What these st;ud·i.~s revi~wed above indicate i~ ·that 
'thel"e are i~~tances when -~depressed·· ;~pd n'andepres~ed subjects 
- ' differ in their: frequency judgments. The studies show that 
frequency judgments are affected by the subject~' :: level ;;f. 
depression. the rate of· feedback given. ·to the subjects, and 
~ 
the type of feedback presented. . Furthermore, frequency 
judgments are shown to reflect , an it:tteraction of · depression 
with rate of feedb~ck. and- an intE:'raotion of' depression with 
. 
type of, feedback. . ' 
I . 
' A number· of hypothes~s may be put . for&d to explain 
why the · feeabaclf stuqle~ found differences in .frequenCy 
, . 
judgmen~s between depressed and nondepressed subjec~s while 1 
Hasher and Zacks (1979) did not. .One possible source of 
. .I 
. ' 
t;hese differ~nc~s may be a r~!tult of the variatifn in 
number of class~s of items . the. two studies u~ed/ Hasher 
Zacks (197~) presented th~ir subjects with /!'fig~ nt~mber 
t 
the 
and 
of 
classes of items; that is. subjects . were asked to make 
frequency judgments on 20 common wor.ds or pictures .· In 
• 
l . 
' I 
. .. .\ 
I 
. \~ I ~' 
· ! 
•• 
,. 
' 
I ' ·', ~ 
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contrast, the feedback studies used ' few classes of items . 
For example. 
subj~cts to 
Nelson and Cra1'9Jlead (19?7) asked ., their 
estimate how often they saw the word "good''- or 
" . - ' 
"bad11 in relation to .their p~rformance·. These subjects only 
had to make estimates on two classes of i tetas . A second 
differen'Ce is ·the frequency with which the to-be-estimated 
<> 
items were presented. Hasher and Zacks·' ( 1979) items were • 
• 
presented no more than · four times; frequencies in the 
· feedback : studies would often range in the twenties . 
, . 
. 
The influence of _difparities 
. . ll . in the presentation 
frequency · and the number , olf classes , of items UPC?" frequency 
judgments is difficult to ascertain. According to Hasher 
·-....... I 
and· Zacks, however, !the processing ·of frequency information 
. ' .. 
is automatic. and should not be affected by, the- number of 
~la~ses of items·, nor_. \.tne range of frequenci'j. with ~hich 
. 
items_ ar~·presented. Thes'e differences are not critical , 
and would not influen7e frequ~nc~ judgments. 
A further difference between the feedback s \.\dies and 
.. 
·Hasher and Zacks' (1979) _work inv,..olves _. th personal 
. . . . . . 
relevancy of the to-be· judged material. Hasher . and Zacks 
. /" . . 
had subjec.~s make f~eque_n~ ' judgmen~s of c~mmo~ ords, . while 
the feedba<?k studies -~valved judgments of personally 
relevant · information (subjects' performance 
ratlng self-r.efer~nt . stateDlel}ts) . 
Kuiper, and Kriker (1977) has shown 
A 
lla- task, 
Ragen, 
words is 
even greater .following a self-:referent task. t an following a 
. ~ 
;\ . 
semantic task. and this has been well repll a ted. However , 
.. 
I 
r. 
! . 
; 
- · 
' 
.. 
.. 
\ 
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the notion4"that self-referent information .is processed more 
., 
\ 'deeply, or that the self provides an elaborate memory 
\ structure has been chal~enged by Kle~n and Klhlstrom (1986). 
They propose and demonstate that/ the self-referent tasks 
. ~ 
.. generally used provide the sub,jec;;~ With - a :;uperior 
-------- -
,.. 
organizational scheme;. . (words that describe Jne · versus words 
that do ntt. describe me) not provided by a ·,s~~antic task. 
Whatever the cause of the self-refe.rent effect, 
-# 
extrapolating the re~ul ts. of" a reca,ll study to .a frequency .1 
judgment study .is 'l(eak, ·at best._. There i.s. no evidence fr;om 
I . 
t}le literature 0 to suggest that frequency j':ldgmen'ts al"'e 
affecte~ . by~ sel !-referent processing; .indeed; just the· 
~ . 
opposite is suggested by Hasher arid Zack~ · (1979) . In t;heir 
paper. they state- that frequency . judgments s1:tould·. not }?e 
\ 
affected by tl'ltt-:type· of processing taking place. Therefore, 
, 
whether subjects proce~s self-referent information or common 
words should not a·ff~ct frequency judgments, nor should, it 
influenc.f1 . the outcomes o_f ~he studies :,mentioned above. 
·Another 
discrepant 
.. 
, . 
factor - that may . pave contributed to the 
findings · .is · the classification of depre~sed 
. . 
subjects by the BDI . Specifically I there are thr-ee · a issues 
here: first, the population sampled; second, the cutoff 
. ' . 
scores used; and third, the time between administration of 
the BDI and the experimental p:ocedure. 
' 
-· 
• f 
.. 
, ... . 
' ' 
f.- . ; 
.... 
-; 
.. . 
. . 
~gel2 
The u~e of the BDI · as a depr:ession measure in certain 
populations · has come under s·ome cr i tJ.cism. For e~ample 
Coyne and Gotlib· (1983, p. 475-476) noted that ~any studies 
select mildly 
.. 
depr:essed college studen~s as their samp~e 
population; they questJ.o?· whether or no'!;:_ . results ~of , these 
·studies would be the same had the researchers selected 
. . -$ubjects from clinical populations. It is interesting to 
note that"' peMonbreun, and Craighead · (1977) sampled a 
psychiatr ~c population, , while· Nelson an~ :Craighead used 
. . . ~ . . 
mildly depressed college students, yet both found • 
differences . ~e1;:ween depressed and nondel?ressed woups in 
their abil:ity to ·make· frequency judgments. It .must' also .be 
' . / -
noted that the ·BDI has been validated in its ability to 
. . 
) . 
'Select for depresston in college st.udents (Bumberry I Oliver 
& McClu"t:-, 1978) . Hammen. (1980) -compared the BDI with the 
Research 
I 
'well as. 
Diagno_st:_ic Criteria for Affective Disorder.s, as 
the Hamilton Rating Sc.ale for Depression I and 
concluded in agreemen~ with Bumberry et al. (1978) that the 
-BDI was useful in determining depression 
students. 
The J issue concerns the cutoff second scores 
if\ · college 
on the BDI 
used to class! fy so~ one as depressed or nondepressed. -rhe 
. ... 
• . 
cutoff scores on .'the BDI varied 
.. 
greatly in the studies 
. 
reviewed above ... ·Hasher and Zacks · (19?9) used ~ cutoff point 
.. 
. . 
of 'Qine and above to describe depressed subjects, DeMonbreun 
'' I 
and Craighead (1977) ·used scores of 23 and above, Nelson and· 
~Craighead (1977) 10 and above, and Finkel et al. ' 
. \ 
. . 
. 
(1982) 
. ·. 
•. 
• 
,.., 
"' . '
. ... ~ . ., 
' / 
,,-
~ 
' • 
;·~. ~ . 
. t , .. . . L"• ~- ~ ·:·, ·. ~ 
3rJ•;. ~·.·. 
•,' . 
.. 
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used the extremd lends of th: subjects z-scores '(i,~ained by .. 
. . 
combining the results of the BDI · an~ the 030 scale) , and had 
an aterage of· io.s on the BDI for depres~ed s'-;Jbjects. While 
t~e effects of differences in :he cutoff scores can~o~ bO' 
completely discounted, their. contribution to the discrepant 
.... 
findings is probably minimal. The cutoffs used by Hasher ,. - .. 
' • t • 
an.d Zac~s (1979) are quite similar to those used by Nel.son 
-and Craighead ,(1977), wit~ t~e iat'ter st~dy findJ.ng 
inaccurate- frequency . judgments and the former· not . So, it 
' appears that the v~ryi.ng ~utoff scores mean 
I ~ .. o v 
attempt·i.ng to explain the discrepant findin'gs. · 
• •• • "' t 
little1 when 
· . ~~ thlrd issue is concerned 'with the length of time·. 
. . 
between administration ·of tlie BDI and the experimen~al 
C I 
• 
procedure. Sacco (1981) criticized 1 many researchers for / 
allowing too much t!.me to pass be'\:we~_!l ini~ia i screening of 
subjects 'with the ~and actual testing'. rec~mmending that 
researchers. assess cfepr.~ssion levels just prior to testing. 
Because of the time between administration of •the BDI and 
' the experimental procedure, Sacco (1981.) believed _that many 
. . ' 
. . . 
of -the ~ubjects classified as depressed would, at. the time 
ol testing, no longer ,t the cutoff scores for depression . 
Both Hasher and Zacks 79) ~~d Ne~son and Craighe~d (1977) 
administered the BDI ust prior to the exper !menta 1 task . 
- ~ 
DeMonbreun · and · Craighead (1977) stated ihat ~hey 
administered ·the BDI "no longer than 10 ys prior to 
participating .in the experiment". Given the si ilar.ity in 
Hnd~lll!;.- - -between DeMonbrSun and Craighead : (l97"i)~N~lson. 
•, ' . 
' . • t · ' . . \ 
" 
~ . '. 
.· ~ .... : ·~ 
, · • ,~.; 
-·· 
' 
'*' 
...--
._/---
... 
,, 
_.,. 
~:..c . f; . .... _ . 
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• • • 
and Craighead (1977).~ the time ·between the administration pf 
-
the BDI and, th~ e~nt~l proce_du~e does not seem to be a 
fa~tor .in att~mpting to determine why differences occurred 
" between the frequency and the fee?back studie~ . 
«'1. 
A· final difference between the fee~ack studies and 
' studies . by Hasher and . Zacks is that the feedba k studies· 
- . - - I 
used affectiv~ly laden ma:terials-. The ~tudies by elson ana 
. I . 
Craighea'd ( 1977~, and I DeMonbreun and Craighead 1977) had 
. ' ' \ 
subject's _ -esti~ate numbe1s of correct: 'and incorrect 
i 
responses, ·each of which 'it\c,o1ve feelings of. "good" and' 
, '\ _._ . - ' 
"bad" respectively. · Ejink~l . et al. (1982) . used 
self-referent statements\ . that were either · ne~tral, 
I ' 
positively ' laden or negatiyely laden.· Indeed, Finkel et al. 
. 
(1982) postulated 
. One plausi:ble explanation for the_._ findings . 
may be that there are differences in the · 
level of processing ·between depressed and 
nond:epressed .individual,Jv.' In the present 
study, the use of self-referent, affec_tively 
loaded stimuli may have affe·cted subjects' 
· initial encoding of informati~n ... (p .. 181) . 
The p5.rad.igms. used by Hasher and Zacks (1979) and 
Hasher and Chl'omiak (1977), on the other han~ed common 
-words 'or pictures as the stimulus base. These words, it · can 
be argued, are neutral and have little or no · affective 
quality attached to them. The affective quality of the 
mate-rial may well. therefore, 
processing among "\iepressed . and 
determine differences in 
0 
nondepressed subjects~ 
Finkel et• .al. (1.982) reported no differences between 
_·.I' judgments of depressed and . nondepressed subjects in ~he 
• 
.- -
. : : .. ~: .. :;~ 
. .. . : 
, . 
·,, 
• 
~ · 
.. 
. . - . 
·;...-- · 
• 
• 
' ... 
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'. 
neutral cond~tior.,"'ut did find that depressed subYects gave 
judgments !or high rate~ of positive statements that were 
l.ower th~d· he judgments o£ nondepressed s~j~cts. It would 
appear fro these. studies re,yiewed above tlhat the affect of : 
./ 
.. -
the 111ateriaL along w.ith the mood of the subject, influences 
/ 
frequency· judgments. I 
In extrapolated ·support of this in~erenc~, -~ numbef o~ 
. studies have found differences between ....... depressed and 
. . ' 
-
nondepressed. subjects .on a variety ·of cognitive tasks. For 
• q • j • tJ 
example, depressed. subjects have been shoWn to exhibit a 
short- term memory defi~it compared to nonP.epressed coritrois 
(Colby, 1982; Henry, Weingar.tner & Murphy, 19'? 3; Steriwerg & 
· Jarvik, 1976) . In story-completion tasks depressed ·women 
, . 
were shown · tc:> lise more __ depressed-distorted responses . ~nd 
f~;r nondepres·sed-nondistorted re~ponses' than n~ndepressed 
. 1 
wo n (Krantz & . Hammen, 1979) . Also, depressed subjects 
~ been shown to recall unpleasant m~mories faster than 
• • • 
nondepressed subjects (Lloyd & Lishman, 1975; Teasdale & 
Foger~y, 1979), and to differ in attributional 
(Abramson, Seligman.. & Teasda;te, 1978). 
di fferencesl!n cognitive ·functioning have been 
• • 
the major theoretical distinction between 
. -
nondepressed-people ( i . e. Beck, 1967, . 1976) . 
I ' 
In ~dition, 
proposed as 
-
depressed and 
Given this 
view; and the findings of 'the feedback- studies reviewed 
above, it seems reasonable · -t:o speculate that differences may 
occur ·for depressed · ·and noridepressed subjects "'i th respect 
I ' • 
to the fttcoding of ·frequency information as well, contrary 
•• 
t 
. · 
'' '• I 
. ·- . 
.. ·, 
.. 
:1 
I• 
I 
-
'-
I 
':' ' j " 
-
·. 
. t 
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. . IJ 
to the findings of Hasher and Zacks (1979, .Experiment • 3). 
Another area of relevance here is research involving 
recall and mood. Studies examining how recall is affected 
~~.-I: 
by an>~· i.nteraction· between the subject's mood and the 
~;,-, . 
affe~;. value ·of 1:he to-be-rememb~red material hav~ been 
conducted by Bower (?-981;' Bower, Gilligan & Monteiro, 1981). 
......... ' ' I \ 
Bower., argues that , the interaction be-yween mood .and the 
! 
-affectiye valence of the ·to-be-remembered · mat~r ial is 
.,.. ·· critical, and has proposed_ a mood congruence or se-lecti.vity 
) ' 
effect of memory. Mood congruence refers to the notion that 
negative . material should· be . learped or· recalied best .when 
-the learner is in a negative •or. d.epressed tnopd, and :positive 
. mat~rlal . is best learned or recalled when in a pos·itlve or 
..,. " 
nonc:tepressed mood. ' Concordance of m.ood at exposure and at 
' 
recall is not a rel~vant factor (Blaney, 1986) . Performance 
should be reduced when the subject's mood is opposite that 
of the affective quality of the inater~al (i .e. depressed 
subjects with positive material, nondepressed sub~ects with 
negative material). • 
• 
-· . 
Bower (1981) has demonstrated mood congruency .. effects 
when mood · was.J,rdU.ced by hypno~ic _suggestion . . Bower ~ (l98lr--
. ~ . ...... , ' 
,·J induced a .happy. or sad mood in hi,....s -.subjects and ~ad .them· 
. read ,a narrative about two cha;:acters, one ~bo. had ,go~d 
things happening in hi's 1 i fe, ! • ' tn·e ·other one sad .. Upon 
recalling facts about the stories while in a neutra1 mood, 
. 
sad subjects were shown to recall more facts about the· sad 
.character 1 ' while happy subjects recalled more facts about ' 
v I 
. . 
'· 
.-
~ :. 
.... 
' 
·, 
-·--
.. 
... 
-
. . 
A . . . .. ,/ . 
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• 
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~ ·.. . ~ ': 
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1
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the happy character.. A second and similar experiment _ 
replicated these, findings. Bo-wer•s- (1981) · rese~rch then, 
has g~ner:ated; support for m_ood conc;iruence effects in recall . 
To · speculate that freqqency 
~--~ 
aff~cted by the same factors 
judgments would be similarly 
; 
. , 
that· ·influence : recall seems 
... · 
reas.onable. In su~t of this, Rose· (1984) found a small 
yet s_ign~fi:cant mean ~rre·lat~on of .25 and'-'. 21 between the· 
recall of words and 't~ir judged frequen~., 
In· an attemp{.-! eoptrol for what tli~i considered to. ~e .·/ · weakness-~s . ·. i~ . the desi~· ~f. :aower~s research .(for examply 
. . .. . '• '' 
the demand characteristics ~ f mood "i~duc1;iion -pro6edur'es; see 
. ' \ . ~ . . . 
. . 
Bucljlwald, Strack, & ~oyne, 1981) , llash~r_, Rose,_. Zacks,. San.ft 
and· Doren (1985) conducted a 'number · o-f. ~tudies to 
investi~ate the effect of n~turally occurring variations- in 
. 
mood upon recall ·. of affectively toned· material. 
Specl~ically, Ha~r ~t al. ·: , r.Jt985). used standard -paper and 
pencil ··tests (including the- eorHo measure the presence or 
' 
absence of depression in- ·college students~ in Experiment 1, 
-subj~cts read either a positive, a .negative, or a neutral .0 . 
stOt:"Y I and their recall.. was then tested.. No significant 
. . (' . ' 
·differences were found between 9,ep,re~~ed- and nondepres.sed 
Q • • 
subjec~s in recall of Efither pc;>sitive, ·negative or neutral · 
. .. . . 
. ~ . , 
~ 
information. ·. Because recall was incid~ntal in Hasher .et , 
al'_.. s· 
st~dy! 
. . 
(198~) Experiment 1 and· ,intentional . in· Bower's (1981) ~ · 
if '\. 
4 
second experiment was condu~t~d to se.e a 
' 
.. , 
. : 
-I 
failure to find mood \. .· / ----.-_-. .. 
partially r:eplicated · / 
intentional!~ contr ibuteel to the 
conqruence· .~ffects .. . Hasher et · al. 
. -:'' 
~ 
., 
...... . 
. . ' 
·~\·\(A.; . ::;:. ~;;.:.~: ... > ..... ·._. .... ,:.. - -~·. - . l ·. ·. ·: _ ·. '· :---:---~-- .. -.~ -·-• • . i ' ' . _, . 
. · .. ·... · ·: : .... , • • • I ' I 
~ ---
: 
.. '• 
·- . 
... ' 
. ·. ·. '": 
... . ·. 
. ... 
·:·_. •, 
.. 
-
r · 
•• : .(:~ • •• ' , \ • • • f \', • • • • 
\ . •' . ·-~: . ·.: · : ·~;\ ... -•. 
~ ( 
Bower's (1981) Experiment 3, 
J . . ' 
whos~ protagonist.. experienced 
, ' · Page 18. 
I , . 
1~ whi~h subjects read a ~tory 
good·, bad, and·. neutral -life 
. ~ 
events . Agai~ they used measures on paper and pencil tests 
' 
J . 
t;o determine mood· at time of testing . 
.,, Results were 
· straightforward: no int'eract'l.on o'f material affect with 
/ ., 
swSjec'\; mood-~as· found-. 
.. 
• ,... r •_ 
. Hasher etf' al. (1985) . postulctted that their failure to 
• find mood· · congruence effec~ in recal~ ~;as due to. the til 
failure to . · activate subjects'~ :sel f-sch'emas (cf. Clark, 
. . l. . l. . . . < ' 
Milberg; & Ross , 1983; ~uiper,~ perry, &. MacDonald, 1982) . · A 
. , ' . ) 
- __ .. . . . , ; .. 
. schema is an organized body of knowled9e, characterist;tc of 
~ ., 
the ).ndividual, storeq in long..:term memory . Hasher et al. 
' . '
was 
a pat:tial .., a co~ducte~ a tH1 rd expe~ imen~ ; · j whi~h 
replication Of Experi~ent 1. This :iime,. a stronger- attempt 
.. 
was made to activate subjects' schemas. Results of memory. 
' . ... ~ 
scores of ~he various stories again showed no interaction of 
mood with the affect of the story mater1al -. -- Thus, Hashe~t 
'fj • • . . •• ' ' 
.al. (19~conclude~. that they found no support for mood. 
- . 
.. · , cqngruency effects in learning . ) . . . 
' ' . 
I 
In summary, the theory c f ~mood congruendt predicts that 
recall . is enhanced whsn the mood of the· person and the m'ood 
. 0 • 
of "the material to be learned' or recalled are concordant. 
~ fortun~te 1 y , the · s1:rength of ~e theory is 'somewhat 
_ _ _ _ L.-
weakened by the difficulty in repl !eating Bower's, (1981) 
. ' 
findingS , . ThOUgh I empiriCally the SUpport for mood 
' ' 
corigruen·cy may be weak. the th~ory is use·-ful in that Jt 
" prov.ide~ 
.. 
direction to 
"' .. 
.. 
'.. .. ' . : 
··' 
.·· .. · -\ • . : ~ . ·. ,.. . 
the hypothesis to be tested in the 
'J , · • • . ... . ·. 
I 
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• . \ present-study . 
-.. 
.. : ~.., 
' The Present Study 
........_ The genera1 aim of the present study is to examine . the 
effe~tj . of th~ intera~tion between t~e sUbjects' · mood and 
. . .s...... ~ 
t ,·the affect of ·.the to-be-judged' mater-ial . upon frequency 
judgments .. More . specifically·, the study will test the 
. ~ 
. ·.hypothesis ttiat the frequency. "judgm~nts -of aft'ect1veiy laden . · · 
If • fll ' ; • 
words ciiYfer ·ro·r deporessed · and .nondepr~ssed subj~~ts. ~- Tl'iis 
. •· . . - . • . -. . ·. . n . . ..  . . : . ·. . . . 
· ·hypothesis is especially lntriguin~f" because it ·. would be · · 
. . . . ,. . \ .. ' .. · . · "" 
' 1' ,. ' ~ 0 , 0 ' o\, , • , • ' • ' t ' •,.f 
_ · i~c~ns,\.st;ent ~ith . t~e f'i~c;iings .of Ha~her and .Zacks ·(1-979)·,, 
. . . .. .. 
. . . . ' 
while 'supporting · a_ .mood cor\c;iruency .effect :in' depressed" . . and . 
.· n_ondepr·essed sub j~cts. ~ 
Differences between the outcomes of the feedback 
~ 
studies and · ~~~er .. a:nd Zack~' l"ork ~ay · ~~em from the ,fact 
.. . ' . ~ 
that Very differer:'t paradi.gms· 1 wer·e "used.· In order . 1;:.p 
control · for. this .· po~sib-~ity ; th_e par:adigm used by Hasher 
' . , . . 
and Zacks (1979, ·Experiment ' 2)'r.·,. was · fo1lowed, with two ·· 
,• .... l ' . . , ' . . • . 
except~ons ~- · ~ . The first -~ exception was t~at .··{-he words 
pr9$erteed · \to . ·the ·· subjects· · in 'the pr~sent : study .were 
\ · ·: 
4..· • 
affectively, · laden, · which is the variable to 'be .examined in, 
I ' ' '' , I ' ' 
theypresent study: ~econd~y •. Hasher an~ Zacks ~ad subjects 
read aloud the words · ·that they • were presented . .In 'the 
· present ·study . · subject~ . pr~cess~d ·. t~~ words in a • 
~t~elt-referent_ ~ask.' . ·The use o'f ·a sel.f-r.$ferent. task could .. 
·~ · ' . . , . 
· ' increase ~ubjects' ~en~j,tivity t ·o the affect manlpul~t,ion,, 
.. 
and yield · hlgner ·.· !r'equency judgments ·for :thos~ words that 
•. 
. jj 
.. 
. 
' . 
.. . 
,. 
1 
L 
, I• 
~· 
. I 
\ · 
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• t .. 
. ... 
are consistent ~ith svbjects' mood_. More lmportart~ly, 
' , . 
accordin-g to Hasher and Zacks (1.979), type of proces_sing 
o '1 o t ' , ' 0 I 
should. no~ affect !requency j4dgments. ·.Therefore, th~ u~e 
of ·.a ' self-referent task SRemed · j\,lstified in the present 
study: 
~ • • I 
Explicity; the following hypothesis, was made and test~d 
in th.e present ~y: · 
\ 
. .'. · 'Fre~ency. ~~.timat~s given 'by d!!pr-essed and · 
.. 
.· 
. · 
. ' 
. . ·.· 
·--
. . 
' I 
I • 
. -'.; ~ . 
. .. , 
' ·. . . ~' 
~ . . , . 
•' •· ' . 
} ; 
. , 
,.,·, I o ' 
' : •.· · 
: . : 
. . 
. 
. . . 
. , . 
• •- ' I 
•' 
., . .' . 
~;:::y.; - : '· ... . : · .. . 
. . .. .. 
nondepressed s~ject~· will differ (or positively 
' . . . . .. 
~nd- .. n~gat.iv~ly l~d~ri · .words ... . '. Depressed .x 
. \ .-.- . .  ")) . . . . 
Subjects . will overe~tlmate the nlimber."of.negatlve 
~. . ' . . . 
words they se.e 'whef1. c _ompar.ed to -non depressed s~ j act~ ; 
~ • I • II ' • ' 
Conversely', depressed subjec;ts will underestimate 
•. 
. ' . 
the number of positive words they see when compared to 
the nondepr~ssed grqup. 
• 
\ ' ~ - . An expectation o~ the present • s~udy_ · is- to fipd .,no 
. 
. dif~erence between the--depressed ~nP. nondepressed group in 
. ' the~r estima~es of. the. nUmber C: neutral 1 Wol·ds they View . 
. 
The neutralr1eoodit~ori will be a · partial -replication of 
Hash~r and . . Zacks' (1979) stud)'-; ,. 
·I 
' . Method · 
,, 
·:Depression ·MeasUreS··. · · ' 
' I • 
. . . The 030 scale of the ~innesota Multiphasic Personality, 
• • 
,. 
...  
Inyentory ''(MMPI) was developed to correlate with diagnoses 
-. 
' . 
' 
...... 
\ 
.. 
• ' ' 
'• 
•.· 
· ~ 
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of depression (~empsey, 1964). It consists of 30 statements 
' 
to be rated true or .fals~, according to whether or .not the 
. 
·statement applies to thg sub~ct. _ OJ;te point is given for 
~' . ' .. 
each statement that i~ scored as consistent w~th depressive 
. 
thlnking or behavi~r~ and thus results in a possible low 
score of z~ro (nondepressed) and a high score of 30 . 
. {se'(e~ely' deP,ressed) . The 039 has a split-half ' reli'abil-':-ty· 
l)f .88 and .·92 (Demp~ey, · 1964) . 
J 
The Beck Depressi~ Invento~y (BDI) consists of 21 
, . I 
,groupsr-of . four statements each 1 designed to assess st.ate " 
measures of · depr:ession (Becke, · "!ard·, Mendelson, 
, 
Mock, & 
' . 
· Erbaugh·, . 1961) .. j each cftoup· of ·four statements is 'listed in· 
. order: of sever l.ty (e.g., ."I do not feel sad" to "I am. so sad 
--..... ~, 
or u~happy that I can•'t stand it") . Depending C?l1 the L 
~ l 
statement chosen, subjects ~eceive fr~m zero to three 
points. . "Scores ' are SUJJWled over tqe 21 statements ' for a {ow 
. of zero (nondepressed) to a high of 63 (severely depressed) . 
Beck • s or i~inal category 1scor·es ~re as-~llows: . zero to 
.. nin~ =)not. de~ressed; 10-~5 = mildly depressed; 16-23 = 
moderately depressed; ·and 24-A3 = seva&ely depressea 
(Bumberry et al.,· 1978). Beck et i al. -(1961) reported 
biserial coefficients .6S· and ' w.1,th correlation of .67 
' . 
psychiatric a;f)lessment of depression . Test-retest 
corr.el~~ions Qf .7~ and .75 hav~ been reported (Miller & ~ 
Seligman, 1973, and P·ehm, 19;f>, respectiv~ly) . 
Subjects 
An ., in-class 
' . 
administrat.t:ori 
J 
"\ 
to 
.. 
.. . 
'' . 
; 
undergraduate 
. i' 
\ 
f ... 
. ,, 
. I 
, 
~ 
·. 
,' 
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introductory psychology classes .o·f the 030 scale \ofas used as 
t •• .. 
' I a screening m~asure for depression. Students were informed 
that completing · the 030 scale was voluntary, and that 
completing the form did not; 'oblige tnem to· ·participa~e 
. further in the ~tudy . Students were told that the 
I 
. ' 
experiment was . concerned witn correlating measures on 
. ) . 
personality · tests. ·with the ~ay people actually perceive 
themsel.ves. Appr~ximately 300 students in· seven ; classes 
. . ' 
filled in~he~scale during .the first five minutes of class. 
' ' , 
The ,tests were then scored by 
those students with scor.es 
the experime~er, and only 
I ' 
d 
of · ~even were not asked to 
·p~rtlcip~te further in the study. For those s~jects who 
volunteered, a time was set f~r the follow~ng day for them 
' to come and participate in tfle expe'!'" iment·. In total 88 
students participated further in the study. · 
~ . ~ . ' 
. .. 
Prior to beginning the experiment, subjects were ·asked 
to complete 1:he f BDI . . To be considered as nondepressed, 
. 
subjec~s had to score six or l~ss on the 030 and ffve or 
... 
. 
below .on the•BDI. · Likewise, depressed s~jects were those 
students who had- scored eight or above.on the' 030 scale and 
.  
0 
who scored 11 or above on the BDl. These criteria were 
~ 
incorporated strengthen the of depression • ;I to measure used to 
select' subjects. 
" 
. ' 
f A t6tal ·of 40 subjects. were excl~ded from the study. 
:.n 
~elve mal~ subjects were excluded ~hen it became ·apparent ~ 
-
that no males scored high enough on the BDI · to be considered 
\ 
depre~sed. If there were no males in the ·depressed sample. 
1 
I 
I ' o 
. '
... 
\ 
. ' 
.. ...,... 
-· .. 
" 
-- I 
:'"' ~ 
';~ ,.. .~ · .~::: ... 
~~- ' i .• 'l • • • / 
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any between-group differences found could be attributed ~o 
gender effects. · and not to depression. It · was decided to 
run only female subjects to eliminate · this possible 
confounding. Twenty-eight females 'were excluded when their 
' BDI test score failed to stay within the rang~ set by the 
experimenter. In totat 
nondepressed female students· 
then, 24 depressed-- and 24 
from introduc£0ry psychology 
classes at .Memorial University were used as subjects . 
Materials 
Sixty different wcir.ds were used ~n the · present study. 
20 .~ach in the· pos'itive. nega~ive, and neutral conditions. 
· All subjects saw the same set of· ·words .. · The words ' were 
R . . 
~elected £rom·two sources. First. 20 pos~tive words and 20 
negative w~d~ were selected randomly from two groups of 30 
, 
nondepressed- and 30 depressed-cont~lpersonal adjectives 
. 
Kuiper (see Kuiper; .. perry. & ~eveloped · by Derry ·an'd 
MacDonald·. 1982) . These words haq received normative 
' .. ~ . 
ratings by 72 university students. and the lists (depressed 
and ~ondepr~ssed) were similar in imagery value, word 
f 
frequency. and word length (Kuiper 'et al.. -1.982-)-·;-- ·Two--words · 
--= ' 
were eU.minated as pos.sible alterna._~ives frC?m. the group of 
depressed adjectives. as they al~o·appeared in the source 
used to select the neutral words. 
l 
Twenty neutral wot:dJ were ··selected from Ariderson 's 
. 
(1968). list 
subjects wert' 
of 555 personal!~ trait adjectives, in which~-~ 
' . as~ed to rate how much ·they• would like a 
~ ~ 
person4 described by the word presented. Neutral words were 
I . . . .J ._ ·I . . i { ' ' . . .. ·'· ' { ~ 
... . 
• 
,., 
"'!1\ - . t ··· 
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' 
selected from the words that · fell"'between Anderson's (1968) 
medium-high and medium-low subranges. Care was t~ken to 
select words t~at were low in variance in Anderson's rating 
task. There were no significant differences between' the 
'· 
positive, negative, and neutral word lists in their mean 
I 
number of lc-·:ters ·or mean number of syllables. 
·-
The~ words 
used in this s~udy are listed in Appendix A. 
As stated earlier, there were 20 positiye, 20 negative .• 
and 20 ..neutral words in each list. Four of each of these 
·were presented one, two, thl"'ee, or four times. For example, ~ 
in the pos~tive condition therl! were four word~ presented 
. . 
once (four prese~tations), four words presented twice (eight 
. 
presentations), :four words · presented three times (12• 
presentations), and four words presented four times (16 
presentations) . This gave a tota~ of 40 (4 + 8 + 12 + 16) 
presentations. This presentation structure also . held for 
. . . 
the negative and neutral ~Conditions. The remaining four 
positive, 
presented 
words, and 
four negative, and .four neutral words were not 
i~ the ~ie;uJ list .. These )/ere the zero-freqw!mcy 
were.· pr~ed as new words in the frequency 
juctgment_. task. 
. , 
The . ~pacing between repetitions of words was 'controlleq 
w~th a minimum of eight and a maximum of 14 different words 
pr~sented between repetitions of a given word. Four lists 
we~e co~s~ruc~ed, to ~ounterbalance for eac~word ~~e number 
of times it was presented. For example; ~he word "CAPABLE" 
.. 
was pre.sented, once in lis~ .one, · twice in list two, and so 
-· 
) ., \ ·. 
:. 
' ...... 
\ 
\ 
I, 
I , • f ' 
. . ~ ., 
' ·' . . ~ .. 
... 
' 
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-
' ·" on . Then a backward 1 ist was constructed of each of the 
0 
; :1 
~:{·~·--:.- . 
i:~i/ ··~ .. :·  .:.:·.~ ... : 
four lists to counterbalance for presentation effects, 
giving a total of eight word lists. The first five ,and last 
r 
five word presentations ac~ed as buffers against primacy and 
.... 
. ., . ~ 
recency effects. Thus there were 130 presentations iq all 
I ,-
in each · list~ Word lists were assigned' randomly to each 
. ' 
subject, with the constraint that each9 list• was presented 
. 
-
six times and . presented equally to the depressed and 
. . . 
nondepressed groups. 
Design and. Procedure· 
~ 
The experimental de~gn was a 2 X 3 X s· mixed-factorial ~ 
design, th~ -between-subjects factor consist_ing of two levels 
of depression (depressed verSlJ:S .. nondepr.essed) I and the 
within-subjects factors consisting o·f ,three levels; of word 
affec~ {positive, negative,·· or neutral),· and five level,s _of 
word frequency (zero through four presentations inclusive) . 
adm!!:i,~n · of the BDI, subjects were 
set of standar.d 'instruc~ons (see Appendix B) 
Fol.lowing 
. -
presented a 
upon a computer monitor, and then the study phase was begun. 
. .._,. 
"' Sucjects were given three.practice'trials which included. one 
positive, one ne~ative, and one neutral word not used in· the 
experimental trials. This was followed by 130 experimental 
trials. Words were presented on~ at a time, and below each 
word subjectsi were asked if this. word described them. 
S~jf}C~s indicated their respbnses to the self-refe'rent. 
qUest .ton (DESCRIBES YOU?)' through a keyboard in front of the 
monitor . . Subjects pressed "l" for "yes" and "0" . for "no". 
-
... 
.. . . 
' 
~ 
' ' '----
- ,, 
,,. 
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Following • the COJDPletion ' 'Of . the study phase, 
instructions for the second part, or the fr·equency -judgment 
task, 
. 
(see Appendix C). 
• 
·were -presented on the screen 
Subjects were informed that som~ of.the words had not been ' · 
presented in the first section. As well, the instructions 
...J 
\ 
stated that no word had been presented more than six times. 
As each .word was presented, subjects were asked to 'indicate 
. . 
how often.they believed that word had been presented . in the 
~tudy sec~ion. Subjects made their estimates by pressing 
the cor:responding number on·· the keyboard . 
, .. 
At~.--~a of the positive ... ~egative, a~d neutral words in 
the study phase were presented in the frequency judgment 
. 
test. In addition, four each of positive, negative, and 
tl 
neutral words that were noF used in the study;section were 
tested for frequency estimates. These words represented the 
zero-frequency group . Thus, in total, there were 60 trials 
in the frequency judgment test. These words we~e presented 
in random order to each subject. 
Following the completion of the frequency judgment task 
an "End of ·Experiment'.~ messag~ was presented, and subjects 
were in~tructed to see the experim~nter for payment. The 
entire experiment took from 20· to 40 minutes . 
. ; 
- Results 
.· 
Level Qf D~ession 
\ 
' · .~~ 
.. 
.... 
/ 
' 
. ' . 
.. 
•' 
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i 
~ ~~depressed subjects had a mean score of 17.7 on the 
BDI (SO= _5.25) and the nonde~ressed subjec~ had a mean 'of 
_-? _____ 
2 . 3 o~he BDI . (SO~ 1.6). 
~ 
Frequency Judgments 
A 2 X ~ X 5 ~.mlxed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
of the mean judged· freq(lency of the words by each of the 24 
depressed and -24 nondepr.essed subj~cts was carried out, with 
level of depression, word· affect, and frequency of 
" presentation as the main factors. Appendix D presents a 
.... 
slimmary o·f the ANOVA. The ANOVA .indicated that the overall 
mean judged frequency was ·significantly higher, F .(1, 46) = 
'23.8;, . p < .bo'l, for- depr_essed s'iJbjeets (M. = 2 . 62) than fot; 
nondepressed subjects (M = 1. 96) . Depressed subjects·, then, · 
reporte~ seeing significantly more words tha~ the 
nondepressed qroup . ~ ~9uld be expect~d, a main effett for 
frequency was found, F(4, 184) = 475 .5, p < .001. The 
analysis showed that frequency jud~ents increased as· actual 
""'· • I 
frequency increased, p < .OS at all levels of actual 
frequ~cy . Thus, th~ mo~e frequent1y - ~word was presented, 
t~igh~r the•frequeocy judgment : g~ven that word. 
THe Depression X Frequency interaction was significant, 
' F(4, 184) = 4.90, p < .01, and straightforward in its 
effects. Comparisons e~loying the appropriate mean square 
error from the ANOVA showed that the differences were 
sign~fican~ Qetween groups at each frequency level (p's ~ 
.01), · e~cept the zero condition (s~e ~igure 1) .2 It would 
appear that the depr..essed and nondepres'sed subjects did not 
f 
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' 
~ .t Oep_ressed. 
e-- · ... ~ndepressed 
1 ~ j 4 
"' 
.- .Actual Frequency 
Fiqure 1. ·Mean judged frequency, depressed versus 
nondepreased subjects. 
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differ in their judgments of the freqUency of new words; 
however, significant differences did occur for the frequency 
. . 
judgments of previously presented materials. 
A significant main effect for word affect was also 
,. 
found, 'F(2,92) = · 4.95, p < .01. Analysis showed that the 
.. 
positive words r~ceived the highest mean frequency judgment 
(M ·= 2 . 40) , followed by the neutral' condition. (M = 2 . 27) , . 
' . ..... 
and then the n~gative condition (M = 2 . 20) .. The.:. difference 
-between .the positive and negative words was significant, p .<· . 
.OS. No sigr)ific::ant ... . . differences were found between the 
negative · and neutral ~onditioJf, nor the positive.and 
,_. ' 
neutral 
, ~onditi/n. · That ·the positive · words 1.' received the highest 
mean judged frequency would seem con~~ent with tl\e 
Pollyanna effect describvd by Matlin and Strang . (1978) ~ · in 
. 
which memory for pos!.tive ·-events · t'nds to be greater than 
for '-negative events. ) . 
·The Affe~ . Frequency 
attained . s~cance, F(8, 
in~raction (see Figure 2) 
368) = 2 . 20, p < •. o5t'but is 
unsystematic . . For example, no difference existed between 
positive and neutral words at· the frequencies of one and 
• three, but did at the frequency of t~o. This trend is 
' . -
dl.fficul t to ~xplaln,An the context of this ·thesis and would 
appea~ to be of litt\e, theoretic~! int~rest. . 
t 
• The Depression. X . Affect· interaction was not 
significant, F < 1. .Therefore no support for the hypothesis 
•\ -
that freque~cy judgments ~ould sh~ mood congruency effect 
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was fou11d. As seen in Table 1, for each leve.l of word 
.. 
affectv deprease~ subjects reported higher frequencies than 
the nondepressed group {p's· < .01). Though the interaction 
pre.<;iicted was not obtain~d. 
. 
finqing the 
.estimaces of depressed subjects were.higher 
that 
1 
frequency 
than those of 
. . . 
. nond~pr;essed subjects 
I ' 
does not replicate the findings of 
. . 
Hasher and Zacks (1979. Experiment 3) .. 
•To ~scertai' whether the selection." of subjects ~ho 
scored higher on t;lle ·:eDr would have yielded the predicted 
.. 
outcome·, a median split was performed on the depressed 
group. ' ' This resulte~ ~n a mildly d~pressed group (M = 13.5 
on the BDI)~ and a ~o~erately depressed gro~p (M = 21.8). A 
. . . 
new ANOVA was performed upon the data for tne two new groups 
. -
the original nondepressed group (see Appendix 
. ' ·.. " 
E) . and The 
Depression X Affect interaction still 'did not reach 
significapce, F ~4. 90) = 1,.02. It would ap~ar then that 
'• 
selecting subjects with higher BDI scores · than· were set for 
this experim~nt would not change the outcome. 
19 
Self-Re[erent IaSk 
It has been reported. . previously (Craik & Tu1ving, 
. 
1975), that recall and recognition ~f words is · greater 
following "yes." pl"'ocess_ing than follow!~ "no" processing., 
Possible differences in the way the· depres~ed and 
nondepressed groups responded to the self-referent task may· 
·- . . . ~~ 
have . :i,nfluenced · their respective f(equency · 'judgments . 
. ' Gr~_!ter "yes" respo.~ding ~ay ~~:yielded higher frequency 
·~imates. - · 
. \ t . 
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Table 1 
I Mean .judged frequency by depressed and nondepressed 
I ' 
' 40• J • 
subjects for negative, neutral, and positive words. 
• 
.. 
,. H2l:Q. Affect ,; 
Negati~e) Neutral Positive 
.sr 
Depressed 2.56 ' - 2.61 2.69 
Mean 
2.62 
Q 
0 Nondepressed .1.82 1.93 2.11 1.96 
~ Difference o:14 0.68 0.58 \ 
. \ 
-~ 
. .. 
I 
-
... , 
. ~-~~ ... \ ., .. .. 
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ll 
I' 
A 2 X 3 mixed }JNOVA (Appendix F). ;upon the • mean number 
"" . "'' 
of ~·yes" re~ponses given by the two .groups under eae~ word 
' I . 
affect condition revealed a main ef.fect of depression level, 
- " 
- 11.5 , p < .01, a main effect for word affect, . F. (1, ..i6) 
F (2, 92) - . 85.7, p , __ < .01, and most l_mportantly, a · 
signif.icant Affect· · X 'Depr.ess\.-:>n ·· interaction, F (.2, 92) = 
35.6, p ~ _ .01 .. ·Table-2~shqws, th~~ depresse~ .subjects , gave 
' more "yes"'. r~spon,se: ov~r~ll. : when compar~d~ ~ .to the 
nondepr:-essed ~~ jects {p < . 01) , · l::lut thi_s ~as ·'not · true ·for ·· 
... 
' 
al'l · types .of items. Fo~ bot}} · the n~utra.l anq ·negative .· 
. " . ~ . 
• t. items, depressed subjects · gave , significantly ; mor.e "yes•1 · 
'' 
I " • ,... 
responses than the nondepressed subjects ,· · P I S , < , 05 • 
. '\( 
However, · depr·essed subjects responded "ye~'_ .. siqn.i flcantly 
- ) 
less .often than nondepress~9-sUbjects to tije positive words, 
~p . . 
p < ,. 001. ... I f · a greater number of "yes" responses resulted 
) . ' ~ 
in :'higher mean judged frequencies., it 'would .do so 'equally 
for .. bo~h groups ~1._. Though _the nonde~ressed sllbje~ts gave more 't 
"yes". responses to the posit~ve words, their meaii judged 
.. 
frequency was significartly' lower for 'these words1 ~hen 
compared to the depress~d group. Therefore,· differences in 
"yes 11 · responses 
"; 
the number of by the · d~pressed _ and 
nondepr.esseci.. groups did._ not account for:- differences found in 
tqeir freqtiency judgments . 
.If' 
False AlarmS ADS1 Misses . 'I 
.\' • 
0 . • 
False alarms and miss~s were examined to determine if 
. . 
recognition -biases co~ld account for the diff~r.ent frequency 
. ~' . ' 
judgments qiv.en by ~the two. ~cups. A false alarm vas 
,, 
. . 
. , ~· 
·" 
--
.. 
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' . 
. defined as any frequency juc;igment other than zero glven to 
I· 
·, 
arld · any new words. False · alarm rates of depressed-
nondepressed subjects · ~id not differl, t(421,) - L06, p > 
.0~. The depressed group had a mean of 3.13 f~lse alqrms 
per subject, and the ~ondepressed group had a mean of · 2.33 
false alarms per supjE7ct. D~fferences in frequenay 
. -judgments between .depressed and nondepressed sllb j ects cannot 
be account~d for by di ffere~t false alarm rates . ) 
A miss was defined· as a frequ.enc,y - judgment ·of zero 
·. given · to ., .a word that had bet?n presented-. Nondepressed 
.. 
. 
subjects (M = 2. 79) missed significantly more. items than 
depressed sub 3 ects (M . = .. ' . . 1..67), t .(32.9) = 2.93, p < .01. 
• 
Because a higher miss 
· c~uld have produced 
rate by the .nondepressed subjects -
I 
lower overall frequency judgments, 
• 
c. • 
judgmen~s of frequency given correct recognition were 
. 
~xamined. The mean . frequency· judgment conditional upon 
correct recognition was 3.2 for depressed subjJ!cts, . and for 
nopdepressed subjects 2. 5. The means, prior to taking into 
con§ideration correct recogni: tion were 3.1 for the depressed 
subjects, and 2.4 {or the nondepr~s~ed . subjects. · ~us, it 
appears that differences in frequency· judgments for· .. the two ) 
groups of· s~jects cannot be accounted for in terms of a 
higher mis·s rate in ~ne group. · ~ 
. 
Correlation g.f. Judged FreQllency kl1..th ~tual· Frequency 
F'or each subject a _ Pearson. Correlation Coefficient was 
' calc.ul.Jted bet.ween the judged fre~ency and actual 
I 
frequency, f~llowing'the procedure described by Flexser and 
I 
.. 
l : 
. . 
5 
., 
·. 
.. 
• 
·. 
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.. 
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' ' Bower ~own as the (1975). figur~ derived · i.s The 
) 
discrimination co~fficient, and measures how well the 
_--- SubjeCt IS • reSpOnSeS distinguish One frequency from another., 
r ' ., • 
A 2 X 3 mlxed-de.sign ANOVA • of the discrimination 
. 
-coe f f iclents was per formed (see Appendices G .,and H) . The 
' ' 
between-subjects fac~or was level of depression, and the 
within-subject~ factor the thref;t · le_vels o:f word affect. No 
. . . 
signif.!cant inter~ctlon of depressi~n with wor,d affect was 
found, F (2, 92) • • = 1. 31, p > :OS . Th~ mean correlation 
coefficient fpr the depressed group was . 72, and the mean 
for the ~ nondepressed group .was also . 72. Though the mean. 
frequency judgments· were J:tlgher fo'r the depres~ed than for 
the nondepressed group, the correlations between · the two 
groups' ju~9Jllents -and ac~ual . frquenci.e;s were the same. It 
would. ~ppear that both the depressed and the nondepressed 
sul;>jects are able to discriminate relative . frequencies 
equal_ly well, yet depressed subjects make higher frequency 
I ju,dgments . 
Discussion 
.. 
The present study examined the hypothesis that 
depress~d and nondepressed subjects would differ .in their 
freque.ney judgmen~s qf . positive and. negative · _words. . In 
add! tion, 1. t was expected that no 'di fferenc_es would be foa~d 
in the frequency judgments of depressed and . nor;1depressed 
subjects . for ·neutral words . The findings of the present 
'· I 
• 
. , 
·~. 
.' 
I 
•· 
\ 
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study do not support eithe~) of these notions. 
significant interaction ·between depression and word affect 
was found . . Also, depressed · subjects were found to give 
higher n;~ean fr:equency judgments for neutral words 'olhen · 
compared to the nondepressed subjects . 
L 
v . 
What is crucial to explain, is the lack of an 
interaction between depre~sion and affect. Failure to find 
. . 
the depres'sion by affect interaction . in this thesis is· 
consistent with Hasher et al. , (1985) .: who. failed to find ' an 
interaction betwee~ depression and. a~fective material in the 
' 
recall of short stories. Hasher et al.... cited others 
including !sen,· Shalker, Clark, and Karp (1918; Experi'p1ent 
2), Nasby and Yando (1982), and Natal,e and Hanta.s (1982)' who 
. ~ failed to· find an interaction of depression and affect. 
I Two methode logica 1 questions arise when attempting to 
reason why the proposed ,interaction was not discovered . 
, 
depressl~n First·, was the level of f9J' th!3 · depressed 
subjects high enough to e><l'ect an interaction, and second, 
was the affect of the words a strong enough, variable? . 
·. ) . . ' D~ression ·' levels sele~ted for the depressed subjects 
ip the · present study ~ppeJred to be ~et sUfficiently• high 
. . 
enough to result in the pr .. icted interactl.on with word 
affect. A number of researcher.s do sug,est that scores in 
' 
the moderate range on the BDI ('olhich these..· depressed 
.s~jectsfll i.nto,. with~ melm of 17.7) are not high enough 
to show e possible interaction of depression with affect 
... 
·-· 
,-
' 
• 
-
' { 
. '· 
. ' ' 
·' ' 
• 
/ 
.. 
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(Mayer & Bower, 1985; Isen, 1985; Ellis, 1985). The ·median 
spl.t.t (post hoc) analysis performed upon the depressed group 
did not support this notion. Splitting the depressed group 
i.~o low and .. high scoring groups on the BDI did not result 
in a significant d'epressi~n by affectyeracti~ ·. It would 
appear then, in the present study at least, th'at the level 
'• , I 
of depression and its measurement do not explain the lack of 
- • I . 
interaction between depression and word affect : I 
... ~· 
That the ·positive and negative wprds were affectively 
weak and incapable of producing di.fferences in p:rocessi~.g . 
. ~ . 
between depressed and nohdepressed subjects is unlikely. 
Kuiper et al. (1982), from whom the words were drawn, were 
able to demonstrate differential recall · of these positive 
and negative . ' words by d~pressed and nondepressed subjects,: 
as well as .different self-referent rating times for th'e two 
. 
groups . of words . In further support, subjects in the 
present study. respop.ded to these words on the self -referent 
. . 
task as · would be expdcted. On the self-referent task 
depressed subjects responded "yes" more often than the 
' 
nondepressed su,bjects to the n.egative words. and ·.the 
nondepressed subjects responded "y~s" mor~. often than the 
depressed subjects to the positive words. ' Base9. on these 
•.t l . -.:-;. 
I 
·-
results it seems unlikely that tlle affect of th~ words · was .// // 
qot strong enough to produce the· necessary differences. , / 
~ ---~ 
;/ '. 
//' 
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Even though the present st'lldy ''ot 1 did n,..., suppor't the 
hypothesis which was made. it did produce an interesting: 
dl·fference in the judgments of frequency made by the two 
groups of . subjects . In an attempt to explain why mean 
frequency judgments were .higher for' depressed subjects 
for nondep;essed subjects~ a number of analyses 
performed. and !.l number . of possible I interpretations 
than 
were 
ruled 
out. Although depressed subjects. did give~ tpore '~yes" 
"':(j ' ,/' 
responses follow.it:tg . nega_;,.t-v~ and ne\).tral words· on the 
initia~." self-ref~rent t~hk. they gave fewer ·"yes" responses 
following positive words. If greater "yes" responding 
-resulted in b,igher frequency judgments, then in the positiye 
c~ndi tion one shGJuld ha~e~ fou,nd mean . frequen.cy judgments. · of 
nondepressed subjects to be higher . than those of the 
depressed subjects. In fact, the reverse was found. 
DepresseQ subjects gaveMgher frequency judgments f9r all 
• 
affect conditions .. Different responding to the 
self -re~erent task did not contribute to the disparity in 
frequency j udg'!Dents made by 'the two groups . 
~ . 
An examination · of misses by the two groups showed that 
the nondepressed subjects missed more items than d.id the 
depressed subjects. '!hat is, they gave more zero responses 
to words . ~h~t h .a'd . • a~uall y' been presented . However, an 
·examination of judgments conditional upon correct 
recognition showed that depre·ssed subjects stil~ gave higher 
mean judged _ frequencies . Therefore, the firiding that 
no~d~ressed subjects had higher mis~ rates did not account 
• 
... 
. . 
' ·1 
-
-· 
•• 
.. 
·. 
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I 
,_- ._ 
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... 
for tho mean judged frequency differences found between the 
groups. 
Though a response bias by the depressed subjects to 
guess higher numbers cannot ~e ruled ·OUt, some arguments can 
. be presented against this notion. First, a range in the 
I 
frequency task was set by the e~erimenter (zero to six) in 
an att~mpt to set an upper limit on the subject's responses. 
·secon4ly, if depressed subjects had responded · with higher 
. numbers, a ceiling effect of their mean judged ·frequency 
-J!llght be· expected.. . · 'That is, the mean estimates of the 
depressed subjects would have approached six, the highest 
- . 
estimate they were allowed to give. No calling effect was 
observed. And finally, Miller and Lewis (1977) , in testing 
to see if differences in a continuous recognition task by 
depressed and nondepressed subjects was real, concluded that 
the di~ferences found were due to a conservijltive response 
strategy by th!3 depre~sed subjects. ·. Based on this, one 
' . . . 
"fOUld expect depressed subjects to give lowar· judgments, not 
hi~J~udgm~nts. In or.der to control .experi;,en~ally for 
-r.e~ons~ J>ias, a future study may. wish to examine relative 
frequency judgments. between depressed and o nondepressed 
subjects, following t~e procedure of Freund and Witte (1986, 
-Experiment 3). Their subjects wero- asked tb indicate the 
word that pccurred most frequently in .a word pair, forcing 
them to make relative, 'rather than absolute, fre~ency · 
judgmen\s . lb.is would control for any tenden~ to estimate 
· higher frequencies that ma~ occur for depressed s~jects . 
.. 
' . 
·. 
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And finally, following the procedure of Flexser and 
Bower (1975), a discrimination coefficient was~calculated 
for each subject. Thi.s is the mean correlation ·coefficient 
between the true and judged frequency of an item. The mean 
• d.is.cr imina tion f coefficients for the depressed - and 
. 
nondepressed groe.ps . wer-e equal, indicating that the two 
. ' 
' . 
qroups were equally able to distinguish one frequency from 
another. Yet for some reason depressed subjec_ts gave 'higher 
frequency judgments. 
. ., 
The results found here may have arisen from proc.edura;I. 
. . eli fferences between » the present study and those of Hasher 
and Zac;:ks, though these differences do not appear to be 
critical. For example, Hasher and Zacks used male and 
female subjects in their. study; the present study used only 
female subjects, due to a 'di.fficulty in obtaining male 
subjects who scored hi.gh enough on the BDI to.be ·classified 
"' as depressed. Hasher al. (1985) reported that an 
t 
analysis was done on their research to determine if using 
only female subjects would have changed the outcome of their 
study; they reporte~ that it would no~ (p . · 115) . The use 
of fema;Le subjects only seems unlikely to account for the 
lack o·f the propose~nteraction. 
Secondly, the present study •followed Hasher and Zacks' 
(1979) paradi~, but let:tgthened 'it to include positive, 
negative and neutral words. This made the frequency 
~ 
- -- -;; \ 
judgment ·task morej difficult. Some r~searchers feel that 
different performance on cognitive tasks between ---depresS'ed 
\\ 
.. 
. :· 
,· . .-. 
., 
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.. 
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and nondepressed subjects only emerqes when task di. fficul ty 
is high (Weingartner. ±tOben, Murphy. Martel.lo, & 'Oerdt, 
1981) . Hig}'l tas~ demands in the present study may have made 
the study more sensitive than Hasher and Zacks' (1979) third 
. ~ 
experiment, and therefore between-group differences were 
.found.. If this were the case, it would_ present a problem . 
for . Hasher and Zacks ' theory of frequency j udgllients. 
According to their theory. frequency information is recorded 
' 
automatically. and is unaffected by t::ask demands . 
• 
Finally. Hasher -and Zacks (1979) had subjects r ·ead 
words alo~d. In the study reported here, subjects carried 
out self-referent processing on the to-be-judged wor.ds. 
According to Hasher and · Zacks' view, type of processing. 
should not affect frequency judgments. If differences in 
the type 
between-group 
Hasher and 
of processing 
differences. 
Zacks' no~ion 
per formed did p.ce the 
this'- would again contradict 
.. 
that frequency information is 
automaticdly encoded. However, it is of interest to note' 
that the present study and the feedback studies discussed 
earlier . .. involved the processing of sel f-r.eferent 
.information, and did find differences between depressed and 
nondepressed subjects' frequency estimates, while Hasher and 
Zacks (19~9). using common words, did not. The possible 
role self~referent processing may play'' in inflUencing 
frequency judgments is discussed below. A future study may 
wish to examine the effect of self_.referent processing 
versus reading words aloud on frequency judgments- to see if 
.. 
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di! ferences do occur with var iQus types and levels · of 
processing. 
Evidence has been gen,erated that contradicts the 
findings of Hasher and Zacks · (1979). ,D_i1j,lerences ,in 
freCjUency j~ /.;.Ve been found between two gioups where. 
none are predicted. If the arguments are made that this 
. . 
difference is not rea1, ·but is a· result of the sex of 
subjects used, high task demands, or tyPe of, processing, 
then these arguments. would as well . contradict the theo'ry 0 f 
the automatic encoding of frequency inf~rmation •roposed by 
Hasher and Zacks (1979);. 
. . 
. . • 
A possible' explanation for· the findings !rom the 
present study comes _from art 'unpublished manuscr'ipt by Penney· 
and White (1986). In this p~per they proposed ' theory of 
the _ representation of frequency informa.tion in memory which 
tlfey called the total- i.~formation hypothesis. Thls theory 
proposed that frequency judgments are based oft the total 
amount of information retrieved about an item, ·inclu~in9 the 
record t of me11tal processing carried lout at input. 
qreater the amount of information 
The~ 
about a a ~ubject has 
to-be-judged item, or the greater' the amount of processing 
-
carried out upon 'that item, -then the higher the frequency 
. ' ... ··~·. -
judgment is likely to bd. If the total- information _____ . · 
hYPothesis is correct, then 'either the depressed subjects in 
the present study must have had more information about each 
it~m. or the mental processing carried out by the cfepressed. 
subjects · must have been greater. There is no reason to 
l • .. ,_ . 
' ... 
.. . 
" 
g 
·:r::i 
·., .. \.,.. .. 
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~ __ /qpose that d~pressed subjects would have more 
...----- about the self-re-ferent . adjectives ·used in 
information 
th~ present 
study. However, there is reason to suspect that the amount 
of processing for the two groups diffe~. 
' ..... 
Kuiper et at. (1982), in theit: self~chema model of 
depression, suggested that mo.der~tely depressed subjects 
.. 
have !~efficient processing syst~ms for processing 
,. .. ---·. \ 
,. self-referent informatfon. 
., 
This 
Both extremes o·f the ·depressive continuUJll are 
characterized by hi.ghly efficient, 
content-specific schematic processing of personal 
information. · The development _.. of depress! ve 
-symptoms at· the midranges of the model'~ continuum 
· seems to be accompanied by a disrupted and 
"., ' 
disorganized self-structure which no longer . 
-facilitates the ~fficient processing of either 
positive or negative. personal information (Kuiper 
et al., 1985, p. 99j·. . 
inefficient! syst;em would 
I 
therefore result i.n the 
depressed subjects q.oing mol'\e work· on ·each )lord to answer 
the .~needing question "Oeser ibes you?". This greater. amount 
' 
··. · ~of . processing, · according '~ ·'Penney and · "'Wh1te' s 
·~-! 
.total-information hypothesis.~would re
0
su1t in the depressed 
subjects giving higher frequency judgments than the 
q 
nondepressed subjects. The lack of differedf!e& between the 
two groups for new words is further suppqrt for the notion 
. that depr"essed subjects -carried out more mental processing 
than the nondepressed group for words that · had been · 
. 
presented previously. Neither group did any previous 
' . 
sel !-referent processing ·on the hew words. Analyses showed 
that no differences wer~ ,, found 'between the qroups. mean 
~ 
·judged frequency or false alarm rate. It would appear. that 
\ . ' . . ' -. \ 
\. . 
' ' " 
.. ~ -~ ' 
. ~ ' ·\' : 
r_....•• , 
... ' . 
·_:-
. . • 
.. . .... 
' 
·. 
). 
--· 
, -
_. ..... --
' ;-o 
l;: .f '·. 
, .. 
~·-;, ' .. ' . 
. !.::•:,1 I 
', 
resul t:s· from the present study are 
to~al-infot,mation hypothesis. 
.. That increased processing of 
r 
• I 
I 
-
I 
qonsistent 
: I 
-· 
'' 
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with the 
the sel !-ref-erent 
· j adjectives may hav? led to higher frequ~ncy j'udgments by the , 
I 
I depressed group i.s also consistent with ;at least t~o other 
! - • • 
theor.ies. Johnson and· R~ye (1981), L in their theory of 
reality moilltciring, note that we l'\.!us~ lnt~rnally~­
generated zvent~ ' with actu~l events, a~d have~ demonstrated 
that .internal repetion of an event incre~sed the perceived 
\ 
actu""l ckcarrence of the event (JohnJpn, Taylor, & Raye, 
.. \ 
i977) . As well, a~cordi.ng to Hintzman and Block! s (1971) 
.. .... 
multiple trace theory, increased internal processing of a 
word would increase the number of traces of that word, and 
""" would result in a- higher judc;;ed frequency. 
Swmuary 
Although no support for the hypothesis. made in this 
thesis was generated, some post hoc findings · that conflicted 
• with Hasher and ~acks' not.i,on that frequency I judgments are 
automat_lcally en9oded were discovered. nJe present st:nurtd""y...-- ---
revealed that depr...essed subjects JDade signl~icantly higher . 
.. 
frequency judgments than the nondepressed .group, and thi.s 
. . 
held . trut! for all three affect conditions stJ.died, and for 
the four frequency ~o.nditions of pre~entt~/ ~ tems. ,These 
results are ·contrary t'o the findings of Has er and Zacks • 
.(1979) tll'~~~,experiment, and are not what w~uld be expected .. 
.1 f frequenCy '- 111 formation is automati.call y encoded~ 
I 
. , -' . . 
.. 
\ 
I 
~ 
. ' 
I 
~" 
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" *• • . ~~ · ...:. 
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Topics for future research include an examination qf, 
relative frequency judgments of depressed and nondepressed 
subjects to control for re::;ponse bias, and the influence 
self-re-ferent processing may have upon fr,equenqy~" judgments . 
• Also of interest is the contribution depressed and 
nondepressed subjects' frequency estimates might have for 
.the total-information hypothesi:s . 
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Appendix A 
Affective ~ Lists 
• 
\ 
' ) 
'· 
'"- \ 
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li.Q.o1 Lists· I · 
Positive Negative Neutral 
. 
• FREE HELPLESS CAUTIOUS. 
DURABLE HEARTSICK INOFFENSIVE 
HASTY DOWNHE.ARTF.D QUIET 
GRACIOUS GUILTY CONSERVATIVE· 
FORCEFUL t OPPRESSED SHY 
.. 
JOVI/\L INFERI.OR HESITANT 
.. 
' \ 
_..;.: PLAYFUI; DULL AVF:RAGE 
CAPABLE . BLUE BASHFUL ' '- ' I 
NE:rpHBOURLY INADEQUATE RESTLESS 
NEAT- CRITICIZED WORDY ·~ . AMIABLE DISMAL . ORDINARY 
I' HOPEL"ESS MATERNAL EXTRAVAGANT 
:\ 
._ CONSISTENT UNWANTED STERN 
ORDERLY FAIL'· FORWARD 
INQUIRING BLEAK DAYDREAMER I 
' '· SOCIABLE LISTLESS NAIVE · 
POLITE WEAK BOLD 
CURIOUS LOSER INNOCENT J 
RATIONAL DESTROYED STRICT 
.. 
HELPFUL ··DEFEATED AGGRESSIVE 
Syll"ables M = 2.56. 2.25 2.56 
Letters M :;= 7.so·· 7.56 ,7 .-25 
I . 
!!'-tests on the mean number o.f syllables per group indicated 
that there were no significant qifferences between groups, 
p's > .32 . · 
.T-tests on the mean number of letters per group_indicated 
that there were no· significant differences between gr~ups, 
p's > .65 
~ I 
• 
I 
.. 
\ · 
0 
..... 
. ,
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INSTRUCTIONS 
THE PURPOSE OF nilS EXPERIMENT IS TO STUDY THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONALITY MEASURES AND 'mE WAY PEOPLE 
PERCEIVE THEMSELVES. .THERE ARE TWO PARTS TO THIS STUDY. 
IN niE FIRST PART YOU W·ILL BE SHOWN A WORD AND ASKED IF 
THIS WORD DESCRIBES YOU. IF THE ANSWER IS 'YES'. PRESS THE 
NUMBER 1, THEN THE I~, I BUTTON. IF THE ANSWER IS • NO' • 
PRESS 0 THEN THE . 'ENTER' .BUTI'ON. · MANY . OF THE WORDS 
,. PRESENTED TO YOU WILL BE SEEN MORE THAN ONCE. ~LEAS~Y To 
ANSWER THESE AS RELIABLY AS POSSIBLE. IN THE SECOND T OF 
'!HE STUDY YOU WILL BE ASKED SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE . S 
YOU SAW; THE INSTRUCTIONS ' FOR THlS SECTION WILL BE PRESE ED 
~~ER. HAVE YOU ANY QUESTIONS? PRESS 'ENTER' TO BEGIN 
) 
\ 
I 
·' 
I 
·· . 
·. ' 
: 
I· ' 
i. 
·'., .. 
~·" .. · 
,i <\' .. ~ ! _ .. : .-~-·~ . 
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Appendix C 
..  
Instructions !Qr ~ ~. 
., 
' 
.. 
• 
Page 56 
· TI:IIS IS 'IHE SECOND PART OF THE EXPERIMENT. AS YOU HAVE 
NOT! eEO, MANY OF THE WORDS YOU JUST RATED APPEARED MORE THAN 
ONCE. THE·PURPOSE OF THlS SECTION· IS TO ESTIMATE HOW OFTEN . 
THESE WORDS APPEARED . A WORD WILL BE PRESENTED TO YOU AND 
YOU ARE TO ENTER HOW OFTEN YOU BELIEVE THIS WORD APPEARED. 
AS IN 'mE FIRST ,.PART. PRESS A ' NUMBER, THEN THE' 'ENTER ' 
BUTTON. . 
NOTE : THE WORDS IN THE FIRST -SECTION APPEARED N€> MORE 
THAN SIX (6) TIMES. SOME OF THE WORDS THAT .YOU WILL NOW SEE 
WERE NOT PRESENTED IN THE FIRST SECTION. THUS, YOUR J 
ESTIMATES WILL RANGE FROM 0 TO 6 INCLUSIVE . PRESS 999. THEN 
'ENTER' TO BEGIN EREQUENCY TASK. 
' 
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Appendix o 
-
Frequer)Cy ~udgments 
I ' . ..-/' 
~VA swwoary 
, 
{ 
.-
·' 
I 
_) 
'· < 
" I 
• 
•', 
·,4, 
.. . , \-1 
.. , . , 
.,.~ J .i : • I 
• 
, __ . ._,). -~ 
-;_.-' ~ . 
~}.. I ' 
.•. 
... 
J 
Frequency ~udgments 
ANOVA Summary Table 
SOURCE DF ss ,.. 
Depression \ 1 80.2 
Depression ;x S's 46 6 154.6 
Affect J 2 5.00 
Depressio~ x Affect 2 0 . 95 
Affe~t · x Subjects .. 92 46 . 4 
Frequency - 4 921 . 9 
Depression x Frequency 4 9.51 
Frequenpy x Subjects 184 • 89.2 
Affect x Fre~ency 8 4 . 70 
Dep x Affect x Freq 8 3 . 14 
Affect x Freq x S's 368 98.4 
* p < .05 ' •• p < 
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MS F 
'90.2 23.8 *** 
·3.56 . 
2.50 4.95 ·** 
0 .47 0 . 94 
0 .50 
' 
230.5 475 .5 *** 
2 . 38 4.90 ** 
0.48 
0.59 2.40 * 
0.39 1.47 
0.27 
. 01 *** p < .001 
-
• 
... .. - ... 
· ~ ... ~~· , ·I • 
,. 
•; 
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I 
... 
N! 1mher g.!, "YES" Re~ponses 
• .. 
ANOVA Swmnar~ Table 
{ \ ·. 
···. 
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I ,, 
• 
··' .. 
. ~ : •• : ,\ 1 
\ Number of "YES" Responses 
,_ 
.. _....-""' .. 
ANOVA Summary Table 
.- __) 
·- -~ 
SOURCE OF ss 
Depression 1 455.1 
Depression x ·s•s 46 1821.5 
. , 
' "" Affect 2 7763.4 
Depression x~fect 2 3220.7 
Affect x Sub ts 92 4166.6 
-
. 
-
* p < .01 
.. 
"'-. 
~,., 
.· 
/ 
,J 
MS 
455.1 
·' 39.6 
3881.7 
1610.3 
45.3 
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F 
11.5 " 
85.7 " 
35.6 " 
. ( 
.. ·-~ 
., 
., 
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Appendix F 
... 
-
.. 
I 
Frequency Judgments Median Split 
ANO'a- Summary Table 
~)gpresseq 
; 
.. 
Group 
.. 
__, --. 
... c t 
I 
,. 
. I 
, 
-
1 
. ..,. 
" . 
--~· 
.. 
.' 
.. 
~ \.. ./ 
' ., 
__ , 
'· ' 
.· , I ~ r-: J, ., .. 
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Frequency Judgments - Me~:Uan Split of Depressed Group 
.. ANOVA Summary Table 
, 
SOURCE DF ss -- MS F 
Depression 2 ' 85.0 42.5' ·12.7 ** 
·r Depression· x S's 45 149.8 3.3 
Affect 7 , 5".0 2,5 4.96 •• 
Depression x Affect 4 2-.1 0.5 1.02 
Aff~ct x Subjects 90 45.3 0.5 
/ 
Frequency 4 921.9 230.4 494.2 ••• 
Depression x Frequency .. 8 14.7 1.8 ~.95 •• 
Frequency x Subjects 180 \. 83.9 0.5 
• 
Affect: 'x Frequency ·a 4.7 - - 0.6 2 .19 •.. .. 
' 
Dep'·x ·Affect · x Freq 16 '5,0 0~ 3 . . "1.16 
Affect X Freq x S.'s 360 96.5 , 0.3 
,. 
• p < .OS ** p < .01 • .• * p < .001 
.. 1 .. 
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Table of Means: Frequency Judgments of Mildly Depressed , 
Moderately- Depressed, and Nondepressed Subjects 
... 
..... 
\ · 
, r kl,Qni Af feet ; 
Negative Neutral Positive Mean 
--
Mildly 
• 
Depressed 2 .. 38 ~ . 56 2.59 ~ 2 .51 
Moderately 
Depressed 2. 77, 2.67 2 .. 78 2.74 
• 
---
. I 
Nondepressed 1.82 1.93 2.11 1.96 
.. 
Mean 2. 32 2 . 38 2.49 
• 
I 
"' 
,. 
f 
I : 
. " 
.. 
• ... t:. 
' . 
. . '\ . 
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.~pendix H . 
P-Correlatlons ~Judged Frequency ilih Actual Freqyency 
ANOVA Summary Table 
• 
-
.. . 
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P-Correlations of Judged Frequency with Actual Frequency 
SOURCE 
Depression 
Depression x· S' ~ 
Affect \. 
Depression x 'Affect 
Af~ect x Subjects 
l 
l 
''\ 
J.J.lOVA Summary Table 
OF 
1 
46 
ss 
0.0014 
1.30 
2 )' 0 . 0697 2 0.0428 
92 1.50 
· - ... _ ~· 
* p > .05 
. ' 
MS 
0 .0014 
0.0282 
0 .0348 
0 .0214 
0.0163 
-
F 
0.05 * 
2 .14 * 
1 .31 •. 
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Table of Me~ns: P-Correlations 
Word Affect 
-·· 
Negative Neutral Positiv0 Mean 
Depre_ssed 0 . 72 0.74 0.72 0.72 ... 
\. 
Non depressed 
_,• 0.66 I c) 0.74 0.?6 . 0.72 
<" 
Mean 0.69 . 
.:;t( 
0.74 0.74 
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1 In their study, Krantz and Hammen (1979) presented 
subjects with a forced-cho-ice selection of story endings. 
For the construction of these ending statements I the 
depressed-nondepressed dimension referred to the presence or 
\ 
absence of unhappy and dysphor~c content; the· distorted 
. 
versus nondistorted dimension denoted, iri· the given end.ings I 
the' presence or absence of interpretations that were 
unwarranted in light of the available information. 
... 
2 All comparisons reported in tHis thesis e~loy the planned 
comparisons procedure suggested by Keppel (1982) . 
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